Change The World

I’m tired of girls making boys fight other boys  
I’m tired of girls fighting other girls because of boys  
I’m tired of all this violence in this world so cold  
All this hatred sinking to my soul

How am I supposed to walk out when it’s so close  
How can we change the world, how can we change the world,  
How can we change the world, how can we change!

How bout we recognize that we were wrong  
How bout we build a place to get along  
How bout we choose to never be the same  
How bout we choose not to play this violence game

I’m tired of liquor in our youth lives  
I’m tired of drugs in our youth lives  
How can this youth be so blind  
Will it disappear with time

How bout we recognize that we were wrong  
How bout we build a place to get along  
How bout we choose to never be the same  
How bout we choose not to play this violence game  
How can I walk out when I have so much fear  
How can I be out without being scared of what I hear  
When will this violence end  
Will we ever find good friends  
How can we stop violence if we don’t do a thing  
How can we see violence and not do a thing

How can we change the world, How can we change the world  
How can we change the world, How can we change